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in mental ability that influence a child's learning. Poor
vision and hearing are obvious handicaps to learning. For
example, Theodore Roosevelt was exceedingly unskilful in
certain sports until his defective vision was discovered and
corrected.
INFLUENCE   OF   PREVIOUS    EXPERIENCE
Without memory there would be no learning, for if ex-
perience left no trace, it could not improve performance in
the future.
The accomplishment of learning as a modification of behavior can
be analyzed on its process side into three different constituents:
(1) the arousal of a specific (the "correct") process; (2) the trace
of this process; (3) the effect of this trace on later processes.1*
All three points are necessarily implied in learning.
The memory of what daddy did on a previous occasion
when Bobby spilled the ink may make Bobby act in a
certain careful way toward ink the next time he sees it.
Some five-year-olds do not know how to climb because they
have never had experience in climbing. Some five-year-
olds learn to say "please" because they have found they
get what they want more quickly and easily if they do.
Their previous experience has been with people who make
saying "please" pleasant for children. Other five-year-olds
whine or rage because they have found they get what they
wane more quickly and easily in that way. They have had
previous experience with people who give whining, wailing
children the things they want. A child's reaction to a new
situation, and consequently the learning that takes place,
depends to a large extent on his experience with somewhat
similar situations in the past. An important contribution
of previous experience to learning is its influence in chang-
ing the way the situation is perceived.
Certain food may daily be on the table, but the child
may be taught to perceive it as something to ask for politely,
11K. KofOca, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, p. 541.   New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1935.

